We study the Small Ball Probabilities of Gaussian Rough Paths. While many works on Rough Paths study the Large Deviations Principles for Stochastic Processes driven by Gaussian Rough paths, it is a noticeable gap in the literature that Small Ball Probabilities have not been extended to the Rough Path framework.
Introduction
Small Ball Probabilites, sometimes referred to as Small Deviations Principles, study the asymptotic behavour of the measure of a ball of radius ε → 0. Given a measure L on a metric space (E, d) with Borel σ-algebra B, we refer to the Small Ball Probability aroud a point x 0 as
This is in contrast to a Large Deviations Principle which considers the asymptotic behaviour for the quantity log L x ∈ E : d(x, x 0 ) > a a → ∞.
Large Deviations Principles have proved to be a powerful tool for quantifying the tails of Gaussian probability distributions that have been sucessfully explored and documented in recent years, see for example [Bog98, LT13] and references therein. Similar results have been extended to a wide class of probability distributions, see for example [Var84, DZ10] . However, the complexity of Small Ball Probabilities has meant there has been a generally slower growth in the literature. This is not to detract from their usefulness: there are many insightful and practical applications of Small Ball Probabilities to known problems, in particular the study of Compact operators, computation of Hausdorff dimension and the rate of convergence of Empirical and Quantized distributions. As a motivational example, let L be a Gaussian measure on R d with mean 0 and identity covariance matrix. Then L x ∈ R d : |x| 2 < ε = Γ(d/2) − Γ(d/2, ε 2 2 ) Γ(d/2) ∼ 2 · ε d Γ(d + 1) · 2 d/2 ε → 0.
Therefore an application of l'Hôpital's rule yields
Alternatively, using a different norm we have
ε → 0 and we get
We can think of the small ball probabilities as capturing the Lebesgue measure of a compact set (in this case a unit ball with different norms) in the support of the measure. The question then arises, what happens as the dimensions of the domain of the Gaussian measure are taken to infinity (so that there is no Lebesgue measure to compare with) and we study Gaussian measures on Banach spaces? Similarly, how does enhancing these paths to rough paths affect their properties?
Small Ball Probabilities
Small Ball probabilities encode the shape of the cumulative distribution function for a norm around 0. For a self-contained introduction to the theory of Small Ball Probabilities and Gaussian Inequalities, see [LS01] .
Small Ball probabilities for a Brownian motion with respect to the Hölder norm were first studied in [BR92] . Using the Cielsielski representation of Brownian motion, the authors are able to exploit the orthogonality of the Schauder wavelets in the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space to represent the probability as a product of probabilities of 1 dimensional normal random variables. Standard analytic estimations of the Gauss Error function provide an upper and lower bound for the probability and an expression for the limit for the probability as ε → 0.
Later, the same results were extended to a large class of Gaussian processes under different assumptions for the covariance and different choices of Banach space norms, see for example [KL93b, KLS95, Sto96] and others.
In [DM14] , the author studies some Small Ball Probabilities for Levy Area of Brownian motion by treating it as a time-changed Brownian motion. However, there are no works studying Small Ball Probabilities for Gaussian Rough paths.
The Metric Entropy of a set is a way of measuring the "Compactness" of a compact set. For a neat introduction to the study of Entropy and some of its applications, see [CS90] and [ET96] . The link between Small Ball Probabilities for Gaussian measures on Banach spaces is explored in [KL93a] and later extended in [LL99] to encompass the truncation of Gaussian measures. The same ideas to link the small ball probabilities and metric entropies for Stable processes are studied in [LL04, Aur07, ALL09] . Small Ball Probability results for Integrated Brownian motion, see [GHT03] , were used to compute the Metric Entropy of k-monotone functions in [Gao08] . The link between the Entropy of the Convex Hull of a set and the associated Gaussian measure is explored in [Gao04, Kle13] . For a recent survey on Gaussian measures and metric entropy, see [KL17] .
There is a natural link between the Metric Entropy of the unit ball of the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space of a Gaussian measure and the Quantization problem. Using the Large Deviations of the Gaussian measure, one can easily find a ball (in the RKHS) with measure 1 − ε where 0 < ε ≪ 1. Given the ε entropy of this set, the centres of the minimal cover represent a very reasonable "guess" for an optimal quantization since the Gaussian measure conditioned on the closure of this set is "close" to uniform. For more details, see [GLP03, DFMS03] . Sharp estimates for Kolmogorov numbers, an equivalent measure to Metric Entropy, are demonstrated in [LP04] .
More recently, Small Ball Probabilities have been applied to Baysian inference and machine learning, see for example [vdVvZ07, vdVvZ11, AILVZ08] and [WSS01] .
Gaussian Correlation Inequalities
A key step in the proof of many Small Ball Probability results is the use of a Correlation Inequality to lower or upper bound a probability of the intersection of many sets by a product of the probabilities of each set. Thus a challenging probability computation can be simplified by optimising over the choice of correlation strategically.
The Gaussian Correlation Inequality states that for any two symmetric convex sets A and B in a separable Banach space and for any centred Gaussian measure L on E,
The first work which considers a special case of this result was conjectured in [DS55] , while the first formal statement was made in [GEO + 72].
While the inequality remained unproven until recently, prominent works proving special examples and weaker statements include [Kha67, Šid68] (who independently proved the so called Šidák's Lemma), [Pit77] and [Li99] . The conjecture was proved in 2014 by Thomas Royen in a relatively uncirculated ArXiv submission [Roy14] and did not come to wider scientific attention for another three years in [LaM17] .
Put simply, the idea is to minimise a probability for a collection of normally distributed random variables by varying the correlation. Applications of these inequalities are wide ranging and vital to the theory of Baysian inference.
Rough Paths and Enhanced Gaussian measures
Since their inception in [Lyo98] , rough paths have proved a powerful tool in understanding stochastic processes. In a nut shell, the theory states that given an irregular white noise propagating a differential equation, one is required to know the path and the iterated integrals of the noise for a rich class of solutions. This path taking values on the characters of a Hopf algebra is referred to as the Signature.
An important step in the development of the theory of Rough Paths was the work of [LQZ02] which studies the Large Deviations Principles of an Enhanced Brownian motion, the so called lift of the path of a Brownian motion to its Signature. The authors prove a Large Deviations Principle and a Support Theorem for the law of the Enhanced Brownian motion as a measure over the collection of Rough paths with respect to the Rough path metric. Then, by the continuity of the Itô-Lyons map the LDP can be extended to the solution of any Rough Differential Equation driven by the Enhanced Brownian motion.
Originally, rough paths were used to give a pathwise meaning to the solutions of stochastic differential equations where previously only a probabilistic meaning was known. However, there are an increasing number of works that study measures on the collection of Rough Paths motivated by the study of systems of interacting particles.
In general, the study of measures over rough paths has been focused on the macroscopic properties. This was natural given the signature contains more information than the path on its own and it is not immediately clear that this extra information does not render the objects non-integrable. Questions of integrability of Rough paths were addressed in [FO10, CLL13] . These were used to study Rough Differential Equations that depend on their own distribution, the so called McKean Vlasov Equations in [CL15] . More recently, there has been a rapid expansion of this theory, see [CDFM18, BCD19a, BCD19b, CRS19] . Of particular interest to this work is [DFMS18] which studies the convergence of the empirical measure obtained by sampling n Enhanced Brownian motions to the law of an Enhanced Brownian motion.
The author was unable to find material in the literature pertaining to the microscopic properties of distributions over the collection of Rough Paths. This work came out of a need to better understand interacting particle systems driven by Gaussian noises, although we emphasise that no results in this paper need be restricted to that framework.
Our contributions
The structure of this paper is as follows: Firstly, we introduce necessary material and notation in Section 2.
In order to extend the theory of Gaussian measures on Banach spaces to the framework of Rough paths, we need to rephrase several well known Gaussian inequalities and prove several new Correlation inequalites. This is done in Section 3. While technical, these results are stronger than we require and represent an extension of the theory of Correlation Inequalities to elements of the Wiener Itô chaos expansion.
The main contribution of this work is the computation of Small Ball Probabilites for Gaussian Rough paths with the Rough Path Hölder metric. These results are solved in Section 4. We remark that the discretisation of the Hölder norm in Lemma 4.2 was unknown to the author and may be of independent interest for future works on Rough paths. In particular, we do not limit ourselves to geometric rough paths and work in the more broad setting of branched rough paths.
Finally, Sections 5 and 6 are applications of Theorem 4.1 following known methods that are adapted to the Rough path setting. Of particular interest are Theorems 6.5 and 6.7 which provide an upper and lower bound for the rate of convergence for the Empirical Rough Gaussian measure.
Preliminaries
We denote by N = {1, 2, · · · } the set of natural numbers and N 0 = N ∪ {0}, Z and R denote the set of integers and real numbers respectively. R + = [0, ∞). By ⌊x⌋ we denote the largest integer less than or equal to x ∈ R. ½ A denotes the usual indicator function over some set A. Let e j be the unit vector in the j th component.
For sequences (f n ) n∈N and (g n ) n∈N , we denote
where C is a positive constant independent of the limiting variable. When f n g n and f n g n , we say f n ≈ g n . This is distinct from
We say that a function L : (0, ∞) → (0, ∞) is slowly varying at infinity if ∀s > 0 lim t→∞ L(st) L(t) = 1.
A function x → φ(1/x) is called regularly varying at infinity with index a > 0 if there exists a function L which is slowly varying at infinity such that φ(ε) = ε −a L 1 ε . We denote the unit ball in the RKHS norm as K. It is well known that the set K is compact in the Banach space topology.
Gaussian Theory
where L * is the inner measure of L and is chosen to avoid measurability issues with the set A + tK.
The proof can be found in [Led96] .
Rough Paths
Throughout this paper, we will use the notation for increments of a path X s,t = X t − X s for s ≤ t. Rough paths were first introduced in [Lyo98] . For a detailed overview of Rough path theory, see [FV10b] , [FH14] and [LQ02] .
Algebraic Material
Let H be a locally finite graded connected Hopf algebra with associative product ¡ : H ⊗ H → H , coassociative coproduct ∆ : H → H ⊗ H , unit 1 and counit ε ∈ H * , and antipode A : H → H such that
Thus H has the representation
where H (0) = 1R, the vector spaces H (n) is finite dimensional and
for all h 1 , h 2 ∈ H . We call G the set of all characters on H .
A derivation on H is a functional p ∈ H * such that
We call L the set of all derivations of H .
It is well known that the characters of a Hopf algebra form a group with unit ε and inverse obtained by composition with the antipode. Similarly, the space of derivations forms a Lie algebra with Lie brackets defined by [l 1 , l 2 ] ⊠ = l 1 ⊠ l 2 − l 2 ⊠ l 1 and ⊠ is the product on H * dual to the coproduct ∆. Further, there exist bijective diffeomorphisms between L and G called the exponential map exp ⊠ : L → G and logarithm map log ⊠ : G → L defined by
By inductively defining the sequence of subspaces
we can represent L as the completion
.. with respect to the natural filtration induced by the grading. Thus it also admits a filtration
For any M ∈ N, the subspace
is a counital, cosubalgebra of (H , ∆, ε) and the canonical projection π M : H → H M is a coalgebra epimorphism.
Then the corresponding dual algebra (H M ) * , ⊠, ε has associated to it the truncated Lie algebra
which is a step-M nilpotent Lie algebra and its associated Lie group G M .
Carnot-Carathéodory Metric
We define the dilation (δ t ) r>0 on the Lie algebra L N to be a collection of automorphisms of L such that δ s δ t = δ st and
The dilation can also be extended to the Lie group by
A homogeneous group is any Lie group whose Lie algebra is endowed with a family of dilations.
Definition 2.4. A homogeneous norm on a homogeneous group G is a continuous function · : G → R + such that g = 0 ⇐⇒ g = 1 and δ t [g] = |t| · g . A homogeneous norm is called subadditive if g 1 ⊠ g 2 ≤ g 1 + g 2 and called symmetric if g −1 = g .
When a homogeneous norm is subadditive and symmetric, it induces a left invariant metric on G. This is traditionally called the Carnot-Carathéodory metric which we denote by d cc . Finally, all homogeneous norms on a homogeneous group are equivalent.
Examples of a homogeneous norm include
where T M is a basis of the vector space H M .
Geometric Rough Paths
Let H (R d ) be the linear span of the free monoid generated by the alphabet {1, ..., d}. Let the product on H (R d ) be the Shuffle product and the coproduct on H be the Deconcatenation coproduct. Let A M be the collection of words of length at most M , a basis for H M (R d ).
Definition 2.5. For a path x ∈ C 1−var ([0, T ]; R d ), the iterated integrals of x are canonically defined using Young integration. The collection of iterated integrals of the path x is called the truncated Signature of x and is defined as
In the same way, the truncated Signature defined by its increments
It is well known that S M (x) takes values in G M (R d ).
Definition 2.6. For α ∈ (0, 1) and let M be the largest integer such that M α < 1. A path X :
The first relation is often called "Chen's relation", or in a Regularity Structures setting the "structure group relation". Definition 2.7. For α-rough paths X and Y, we denote the α-Hölder rough path metric to be
By quotienting with respect to X 0 , one can make this a norm. We use the convention that X α = 1 −1 ⊠ X α . We denote the metric space of α-Hölder Geometric Rough Paths to be GΩ α (R d ).
The Translation of Rough Paths
We define the map # :
1. There exists a constant C 1 independent of X and h such that
Using that # is a Group homomorphism, we have
The lift of a Gaussian Process
Gaussian processes have a natural lift for their signiture. It is shown in [FH14] that one can solve the iterated integral of a Gaussian process by approximating the process pathwise and showing that the approximation converges in mean square and almost surely. In particular, the iterated integral of a Gaussian process is an element on the second Wiener-Itô chaos expansion.
The key to this result is the regularity of the covariance function of the Gaussian process. Provided the covariance function is adequately continuous, the existence of the lift to the signiture is assured.
In [FV10a] , the authors prove that when the covariance operator of the Gaussian satisfies a p-variation condition, the path of the Gaussian can be lifted to a Rough path with p-variation and α-Hölder continuity in the Rough path sense.
Assumption 2.10. Let L W be the law of a d-dimensional, continuous centred Gaussian process with independent components and covariance covariance operator R such that ∃̺ ∈ [1, 2) and M < ∞ with
Enhanced Gaussian Inequalities
In this section, we prove a series of inequalities of Gaussian measures that we will use when proving the small ball probability results of Section 4.
Translation Inequalities
Lemma 3.1 (Anderson's Inequality for Gaussian Rough Paths). Let L W be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption 2.10 and let L W be the law of the Enhanced Gaussian. Then ∀X ∈ GΩ α (R d )
(3.1)
Proof. See for instance [Lif13] . 
Secondly, for Gaussian Rough paths X and Y that are α-Hölder continuous and some RKHS Rough path h that is β-Hölder continuous for α + β > 1, we have translation invariance of the homogenous Rough path metric with respect to a Cameron Martin perturbation, namely
Finally, we observe that the set {y ∈ E : d α (W(y), 1) < ε} is symmetric around 0. Applying [KLL94, Theorem 2] gives 
otherwise.
The following Corollary is similar to a result first proved in [LS01] for Gaussian measures. 
Proof. Using that the lift of the RKHS is dense in the support of the Gaussian Rough path, we know that there must exist at least on h ∈ H such that d α (h, Y) < aε for any choice of a ∈ [0, 1]. Further, by nesting of sets
Now apply Lemma 3.2 and take a minimum over all possible choices of h.
Before stating our main result of this section we recall a useful inequality stated in [CLL13] .
Lemma 3.5 (Borell's Rough Path Inequality). Let L W be a Gaussian measure and let L W be the law of the lift to the Gaussian Rough Path. Let K ⊂ H be the unit ball with respect to · H and denote
Then, denoting by L W * the inner measure, we have
Gaussian Correlation Inequalities
Given an abstract Wiener space (E, H, i), we consider the element h ∈ H as a random variable on the probability space (E, B(E), L) where B(E) is the cylindrical σ-algebra generated by the elements of E * . When E is separable, B(E) is equal to the Borel σ-algebra. 
For an eloquent proof, see [Bog98, Theorem 4.10.3]. In particular, given a Gaussian process W , a countable collection of intervals (s j , t j ) j∈I and bounds (ε j ) j∈I , we have
Thus the probability of a sequence of intervals of a Gaussian process sitting on slices is minimised when the Gaussian random variables are all independent. This is an example of the now proved Gaussian Corellation Conjecture (first proved in [Roy14] ) which states
where I 1 ∪ I 2 = I and I 1 ∩ I 2 = ∅. Given a pair of abstract Wiener spaces (E 1 , H 1 , i 1 ) and (E 2 , H 2 , i 2 ), we can define a Gaussian measure on the Cartesian product E 1 × E 2 which has Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space H 1 × H 2 by taking the product measure
We define the Tensor space E 1 ⊗ ε E 2 of E 1 and E 2 to be the closure of the algebraic tensor E 1 ⊗ E 2 with respect to the injective tensor norm
is measurable and the pushforward of f with respect to the Gaussian measure is an element of the second Wiener Itô chaos. In the case where the tensor product is of two Hilbert spaces, there is no question over the choice of the norm for H 1 ⊗ H 2 .
A problem similar to this was first studied in [LQZ02] . We emphasise that our result is a lot more general.
Lemma 3.7. Let (E 1 , H 1 , i 1 ) and (E 2 , H 2 , i 2 ) be abstract Wiener spaces with Gaussian measures L 1 and L 2 . Let L 1 × L 2 be the product measure over the direct sum E 1 ⊕ E 2 . Let I 1 , I 2 , I 3 be countable indexes. Suppose that ∀j ∈ I 1 , h j,1 ∈ H 1 and ε j,1 > 0, ∀j ∈ I 2 , h j,2 ∈ H 2 and ε j,2 > 0, and ∀j ∈ I 3 , h j,3 ∈ H 1 ⊗ H 2 and ε j,3 > 0. Additionally, denote⊗ :
Proof. It should be clear that when I 3 = ∅, Lemma 3.7 comes immediately by applying Lemma 3.6. When I 3 = ∅, the bilinear forms f j,3 (⊗) are not bounded on E 1 × E 2 and so we cannot immediately apply Lemma 3.6 (they are bounded on the space E 1 ⊗ ε E 2 ).
However, we do have that for y ∈ E 2 fixed, the functional x → h(x ⊗ y) is a linear functional and for x ∈ E 1 fixed, the functional y → h(x ⊗ y) is a linear functional (not necessarily bounded functionals). Thus, by the definition of the product measure, we have
where for each j ∈ I 1 h ′ j,1 H = h j,1 H , for each j ∈ I 3 and y ∈ E 2 fixed h ′ j,3 (· ⊗ y) H = h j,3 (· ⊗ y) H , and the vectors {h ′ j,1 } j∈I 1 ∪ {h ′ j,3 (· ⊗ y)} j∈I 3 are orthonormal in H. This comes from applying Equation (3.3) from Lemma 3.6.
Similarly, swapping the order of integration and repeating yields
In fact, rather than dividing this intersection of sets into a product of probabilities completely (as will be necessary later in this paper), we could have used Equation (3.4) to divide the intersection into the product of any number of two intersections. We do not state this to avoid writing already challenging notation and because there is no need for such a result in Section 4. 
Next, suppose⊗
Proof. Extensive applications of the methods of Lemma 3.7 and Equation (3.3).
Gaussian Cross correlation
Suppose that we have two abstract Wiener spaces (E 1 , H 1 , i 1 ) and (E 2 , H 2 , i 2 ) with Gaussian measure L 1 and L 2 . Then the canonical product measure L 1 × L 2 on E 1 ⊕ E 2 has Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space H 1 ⊕ H 2 . However, this is not the only choice of Gaussian measure over E 1 ⊕ E 2 for which the pushforward of the projection onto E 1 and E 2 are the measures L 1 and L 2 .
In general, the collection of bilinear forms on H 1 ⊕ H 2 can be thought of as elements of the dual space of (H 1 ⊕ H 2 ) ⊗2 . To find an inner product whose Gaussian measure has marginals L 1 and L 2 we require that
However, there may be cross correlation between elements of the form
In the next result, we prove that the choice of inner product ·, · H ′ on the subspace of E 1 ⊕ E 2 that minimises the probability of slices is the canonical inner product ·, · H 1 ⊕H 2 . Lemma 3.9. Let (E 1 , H 1 , i 1 ) and (E 2 , H 2 , i 2 ) be abstract Wiener spaces with Gaussian measures L 1 and L 2 . Let L be a Gaussian measure on E 1 ⊕ E 2 with reproducing kernel Hilbert space H ′ and pushforward measures L 1 and L 2 with respect to the canonical projections.
Consider the inner product on
5)
and let L ρ be the Gaussian measure with covariance induced by the inner product (3.5). Let I be an index set, let (h j ) j∈I ∈ H 1 ⊗ H 2 and let ε j > 0. Then the probability
Proof. It should be immediate to the reader that the form defined in Equation (3.5) is an inner product over H 1 ⊕H 2 for any choice of ρ ∈ [0, 1] and for any choice of ρ ∈ [0, 1) the topology induced by (3.5) is equivalent to the topology induced by the canonical inner product. Thus the closure of
continuous.
The first thing to note is that the probability of any collection of Gaussian random variables is continuously dependent on the covariance between those Gaussian random variables. Thus we can (temporarily) exclude the scenario when ρ = 1 as we do not know that the Hilbert space H ′ is isomorphic to H 1 ⊕ H 2 . In particular, when H ′ = H 1 ⊕ H 2 , when we condition with respect to the σ algebra generated by the random variables {(h, 0), h ∈ H 1 } we may obtain a degenerate Gaussian measure. By ensuring ρ ∈ [0, 1), we guarantee non-degeneracy.
We are going to differentiate with respect to ρ and show that this is minimised around 0. Thus any degeneracies around ρ = 1 will be sub-optimal.
By conditioning first with respect to the σ-algebra generated by the random variables {(h, 0) : h ∈ H 1 }, then by the σ algebra generated by the random variables {(0, h) : h ∈ H 2 } and following the methods of proof for Proposition 3.8 we get that
We now focus on h ∈ H 1 ⊗ H 2 . Suppose that (e k ) k∈N is an orthonormal basis of H 1 and (e ′ k ) k∈N is an orthonormal basis of H 2 . Thus the sequence {(e j , 0), (0, e ′ k ) : j ∈ N, k ∈ N} is an orthonormal basis of the spcae H 1 ⊕ H 2 with respect to the canonical inner product and we have the representation
We think of this as a random variable on the space E 1 ⊕ E 2 , so do not limit ourselves to representations of h that are contained in H 1 ⊗ H 2 . . Thus, h(⊗) can be written as
Further, the mapping⊗ :
although the elements f ′ k,ρ are not normalised and are dependent on the choice of ρ ∈ [0, 1). It is important that we emphasise that while the equality (3.7) is true, the right hand is not an element of H 1 ⊗ H 2 . Also, note that when ρ is 0, there is no cross correlation between L 1 and L 2 and the elements f ′ k = e ′ k . Further, we can write Equation (3.7) as
where the elements f ′ k is a renormalised version of f ′ k,ρ . We condition the probability with respect to the σ-algebra generated by the vectors (e j , 0) : j ∈ N which we denote by σ(E 1 ) for brevity. Thus
The terms in (3.8) are measurable with respect the the σ-algebra σ(E 1 ) whereas the terms in (3.9) form a square integrable linear functional when conditioned against σ(E 1 ). Thus, this becomes a computation of the probability that a Gaussian random variable with mean
over the interval (−ε, ε). This probability is known to take the form
where µ ρ and σ 2 ρ should be thought of both as functionals over E 1 and as smooth functions of ρ. Next, we differentiate Equation (3.10) with respect to ρ. As L 1 is a Gaussian measure and erf is bounded with bounded derivative, there are going to be no challenges moving the limit inside the integral.
This gives
The integral in Equation (3.11) is positive and equal to 0 uniquely when ρ = 0. Thus, this probability is minimised for the choice of ρ = 0.
In particular, this means that any issues of optimality around ρ = 1 can be dismissed. 
Then
Proof. Extensive application of the methds of Lemma 3.9.
Small Ball Probabilities for Enhanced Gaussian Processes
The goal of this section is to prove the following Theorem. 
Firstly, we address a method for discretising the Rough Path Hölder norm. To the best of the authors knowledge, this result has not previously been stated in the framework of rough paths. The proof is an adaption of the tools used in [ 
Firstly, writing s ∈ [0, T ] as a sum of dyadics and exploiting the sub-additivity of the Carnot-Carathéodory norm, we get
Then, as with Equation (4.3) we have that for t ∈ (0, ε2 −j ),
. Let n 0 be a positive integer such that ε −1 ≤ 2 n 0 ≤ 2ε −1 and denote β = 1 2̺ − α for brevity. Define
(4.6)
Observe that these satisfy the properties
Therefore, using Lemma 4.2 gives the lower bound
(2) j,l ∀l ≥ j + 1, j, l ∈ N 0 . (4.7)
Next, using the equivalence of the Homogeneous norm from Equation 2.1, we have that there exists a constant dependent only on d such that . Applying Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 3.10 to this yields
.
(4.8)
For the terms associated to words of length 1, the computation of this probability under Assumption 2.10 is simply
(4.9)
For longer words, we only attain the lower bound.
(4.10) and similarly
We also use the lower bounds
(4.14)
We now consider the terms from Equation 4.8 with the product over (j, l, i, m). By Assumption 2.10, the expression (4.6) and Equation 4.9 we have
By similarly applying Equation 4.10 
Next, we denote s = (1−2 −β/2) ) 3M c(d) , apply the lower bound (4.14) and multiply all the terms together correctly to obtain
(4.15) Secondly, we consider the terms from Equation 4.8 with the product over (l, i) and restrict ourselves to the case where l > n 0 . By applying the definition of n 0 , ε (1) l and using Assumption 2.10
Similarly, by using Equations (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) respectively
3
. Now applying Equation (4.14) and multiplying all the terms together gives .
Finally, we come to the terms from Equation 4.8 with the product over (l, i) where we consider the remaining terms for l = 0, ..., n 0 . Using the definition of ε and Assumption 2.10
For these terms, we use the lower bound (4.13) and multiply all the terms together to get
(4.17)
Combining Equations (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17) gives that
Metric Entropy of Cameron Martin Balls
This problem was first studied in [KL93a] for Gaussian measures. While the law of a Gaussian Rough path has many of the properties that Gaussian measures are known for, it is not itself a Gaussian so this result is not immediate. Given a Gaussian measure L W with Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space H and unit ball K, let us consider the set of Rough paths
(5.1)
We can easily show that this set is Equicontinuous as a path on G 3 (R d ) so by the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem, see for example [FV10b, Theorem 1.4], it must be compact in the metric space GΩ α (R d ).
Hence N dα (ε, K) is finite. 
In order to prove this, we first prove the following auxiliary result.
Proposition 5.3. Let L W be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption 2.10 with Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space H and unit ball K. Then for any η, ε > 0,
and
Proof. Firstly, for some ε > 0 consider the quantity
and a set F such that |F| = M δα (ε, δ η (K)) and for any two distinct h 1 ,
Similarly, there must exist a set G such that |G| = N dα (ε, δ η (K)) and
Similarly, since F is a maximal set, we also have
it is therefore natural that
By taking Logarithms and applying Lemma 3.2 we get
which implies (5.2). Secondly, from the definition of F we get that
where the set on the LHS satisfies
Additionally, we have for any choice of h = S 3 [h], h ∈ H, that
Hence applying Lemma 3.5 gives
and taking Logarithms yields (5.3).
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Using Equation 5.2 for η, ε > 0 we have
By the properties of the Dilation operator it follows that H dα (ε, δ η (K)) = H dα (ε/η, K). Making the substitution η = 2B(ε) and using that B is regularly varying at infinity leads to
For the second inequality, for η, ε > 0, we use Equation
This yields
, K ≥ B(2ε) + log(1/2). Next, using the known limit
we equivalently have that
as ε → 0 since B(ε) → 0. From here we conclude that as ε ց 0 we have
Therefore, for ε small enough and using that B varies regularly, we obtain
We conclude by making the substitution ε ′ = ε √ 2B(ε)
Optimal Quantization
In this section, we prove the link between Metric Entropy and Optimal Quantization and solve the asymptotic rate of convergence for the quantization problem of a Gaussian Rough path.
Introduction to finite support measures
For a neat introduction to Quantization, see [GL00] . Definition 6.1. Let (E, d) be a separable metric space endowed with the Borel σ-algebra B. We denote P 2 (E) to be the space of square integrable measures over the measure space (E, B) . For µ, ν ∈ P 2 (E), we denote the Wasserstein distance W :
where γ is a joint distribution over E × E which has marginals µ and ν.
The Wasserstein distance induces the topology of weak convergence of measure as well as convergence in moments of order up to and including 2. 
Definition 6.3. Let P ⊂ [0, 1] N be the set of probability vectors e.g. for every p = (p i ) i∈N , we have p i ∈ [0, 1] and i∈N p i = 1. 
Optimal Quantization
This section follows the ideals of [GLP03] , although a similar result proved using a different method can be found in [DFMS03] . Theorem 6.5. Let L W be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption 2.10 and let L W be the law of the lift to the Gaussian Rough Path. Then for any 1 ≤ r < ∞ 1) where B is the Small Ball Probability of the measure L W .
Proof. Using Definition 6.4, we have
by applying Lemma 3.1.
Convergence of Empirical Measure
We now turn our attention to the problem of sampling and the rate of convergence of Empirical measures. In general, the quantization problem is only theoretical as obtaining the codebook and partition that attain the minimal quantization error is computationally more complex than beneficial. An Empirical distribution removes this challenge at the sacrifice of optimality and the low probability event that the approximation will be far in the Wasserstein distance from the true distribution. Definition 6.6. For Enhanced Gaussian measure L W , let (Ω, F, P) be a probability space containing n independent, identically ditributed Enhanced Gaussian random variables (W i ) i=1,...,n . Let s i be the Voronoi partition of GΩ α (R d ) s i := X ∈ GΩ α (R d ); d α (X, W i ) = min j=1,...,n d α (X, W i ) .
Then we define the Weighted Empirical Measure to be the random variable M : Ω → P 2 GΩ α (R d )
Note that the quantities L W (s i ) are random and n i=1 L W (s i ) = 1. The weights are in general NOT uniform. We think of M n as a (random) approximation of the measure L W and in this section we study the random variable W (2) (M n , L W ) and its mean square convergence to 0 as n → ∞.
This next Theorem is an adaption of the method found in [DFMS03] . Next, applying Lemma 3.5 to
Third and finally, we make the substitution to account for the integral over (c, ∞). Next, we partition this integral over A c,n and A c c,n . Arguing as before, we have 
